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e-Business in the Enterprise

Selecting a PKI Vendor: Part II

Last month’s column compared two
architectural approaches that provide

client services for e-business applications.
The bottom line is that thin- or fat-client
solutions are available, each with their own
set of pros and cons. Thin-client (or browser-
based) solutions tend to be easier to deploy
but have a more narrow scope of applications
to work with. Fat-client solutions tend to
work with both web-based and legacy
applications but require distribution of client
software that is independent of the browser.

This month, I’ll examine specific func-
tionality you might look for when evaluating
a PKI solution, as well as some vendor
evaluation criteria.

OVERALL STRATEGY AND PILOT

It’s not enough for management to declare,
“We need an e-business infrastructure.”
You’ll need to know exactly what applica-
tion(s) you want to support before you can
begin to outline the product functionality.
Accordingly, vendor and product choice
will be driven by your application needs.
Some common enterprise PKI applications
are secure email (SMIME), virtual private
network (VPN), single sign-on, and electronic
forms (signed using digital signatures).
Typical e-commerce and Internet-based
applications support online financial trans-
actions and retail sales.

Being an emerging technology (especially
in enterprise/legacy applications), you’ll
want to complete a controlled pilot to prove
the concept prior to rolling it out to large
groups of users. Most organizations will
choose a single lead application, primarily
so they can focus integration and/or
development efforts toward one success
story. However, management may question
the value of a PKI that, during the pilot,

proves to support only one application
whereas supporting multiple applications
will prove that the PKI is an infrastructure
in nature. Regardless, a primary application
should be identified as the pilot focus, and
perhaps a simple second application (like
secure email) could be added if resources
are available.

MANDATORY REQUIREMENTS

Once you know what applications
you’ll be testing and using in production,
you can begin to develop the evaluation
criteria list.

The order and priority of mandatory
requirements will vary from organization to
organization, depending on the long-term
vision of what the infrastructure will provide.
For example, one company might view a
PKI purely as an external customer authen-
tication method while another may see it as
a cross-platform security infrastructure for
its internal users.

Following is a bulleted list of features
and requirements from which you can pick
and choose. Remember that you can prior-
itize this list to match your applications
and goals for the infrastructure, and that
the pilot testing should be designed to
prove the requirements you deem most
important. Mandatory functionality of the
PKI system can be organized into six major
categories: key management, industry stan-
dards compliance, application integration,
cross certification, CRL management, and
overall PKI administration. You’ll notice a
strong emphasis on usability and operation
transparency — if users have to know how
a PKI works and manually perform any or
some of the functions listed, chances are
they’ll resist the technology and won’t
fully utilize the solution.

Key Management
● The solution should provide key and

certificate management automatically
and transparently for the users.
Operations such as key backup,
checking of a CRL, and key and
certificate roll-over should be
automatic and transparent to the user,
and occur before the certificate expires.

● Users should be able to use the same
set of keys and certificates across all
applications that are integrated with the
PKI, and when a new application is
added, users should not have to retrieve
a new certificate, but can use their
existing credentials. The use of these
credentials by the application should
also occur seamlessly when the
application is added to the system.

● Solutions should support both dual and
single key pair systems. It should be
possible to back up the encryption
private key(s) securely so encrypted
documents may be historically
retrieved, while retaining support for
non-repudiation by not backing up the
keys used for signing.

● The solution should transparently
support key histories on both the server
and client. End users should be able to
automatically decrypt data that was
encrypted with one of their previous
public keys without having to know
what previous key was used or having
to call for administrative help.

● A user should be able to change his
name, but still retain his key history,
allowing him to decrypt all previously
encrypted files.

● The solution should support roaming
users without requiring extra hardware
(card readers) or manually ported
certificates on diskettes.
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Standards-Related
● Ensure the vendor provides proof that

the proposed PKI is validated indepen-
dently by a third party to the FIPS-140-1
standard and/or the Common Criteria
for Information Technology Security
Evaluation - version 2.0, simply dubbed
Common Criteria (CC), and that
applications integrated with the solution
also (must) conform to the standard. In
addition, ensure the solution conforms
to the protocol standards as described
by the PKIX initiatives and RFCs.
Information can be found at www.ietf.
org/html.charters/pkix-charter.html.

● Ensure the solution conforms to any
state or government legislation
requirements that describe legally
binding transactions using digital
signatures. For example, the solution
should support digital signing using
either DSA and RSA and encryption
using RSA. Legislative requirements
may vary depending on the type of
application and amount of liability
associated with a transaction.

Application Integration
● The solution should ideally support single

login across all integrated applications.
● The solution should provide toolkits so

that third-party products can be integrated
into the infrastructure and take advantage
of automatic and transparent certificate
management services using common
languages (Visual Basic, C, C++, Java)
and standard operating systems.

Cross-Certification
● The solution should be able to extend its

domain of trust through cross-certification
with certificate authorities (CAs) from
other vendors (as well as its own). Ask
for reference sites where the vendor’s
product has proven this ability.

● The solution should support peer-to-peer
as well as hierarchical cross-certification
with its own and other vendor’s CAs.

Certificate Revocation List (CRLs)
and OCSP
● The CA should ensure through the use

of CRLs or Online Certificate Status
Protocol (OCSP) that users cannot
communicate with other
users/devices/applications whose
certificates have been revoked. The
solution should be able to enforce CRL

or OCSP use at the client level yet
require no action on the part of the user
to initiate the check.

● The proposed solution should provide
a means for the revocation of
previously distributed public keys,
in the event of compromises, such
as a change in authorization or
suspected key compromise.

PKI Administration
● The PKI should be able to create

and configure administrative roles
or Registration Authorities so that
any number of new roles can be
created and configured for specific
allowable operations.

● The PKI should be able to have 
administrators restricted to a particular
set of users.

● The PKI solution should ensure that
distribution of password rules is secure
and the application of the rules is
consistent across applications.
Passwords should not be transmitted
“in the clear” over a network (open or
otherwise), or stored in the clear at
any time.

● The solution should be able to enforce
password rules through the technology
(as opposed to just policy).

● Administrators should be provided with
the ability to centrally enforce time-out
periods for inactivity, and should also
be able to control user settings to

include specifying user algorithms and
hardware token usage.

Include in your vendor evaluations outside
opinions from IT management groups such
as the Meta Group and Gartner Group.
Research the PKIX request for comments
(RFCs), and take notice of who is involved
in driving the standards. Many companies
will claim to be pioneers in this industry, but
the RFC authors and standards champions
you’ll see referred to in the standards
documents are truly the movers and shakers.
Company stability is also important, but it is
a common mistake to judge a company solely
on how big they are rather than by how
committed they are to the technology realm.
For example, software giants like Microsoft,
Computer Associates International, and
IBM look great on paper, but they could
easily choose to sell off, abandon, or simply
put a low development priority on core PKI
solutions without threatening their business.

SUMMARY

It remains to be seen how prevalent PKI
will be within the enterprise, but for purposes
of authentication, non-repudiation, and data
privacy for web-based Internet applications,
PKIs are and have been well established for
financial and online retail-oriented businesses.

Your scoring process should clearly
identify the best solution for your intended
applications as well as second and third
choices. Although it is a tedious process, it
may be necessary to pursue the silver and
bronze vendors if you discover that the gold
medal winner is on steroids.  
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